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Business Challenges
• Credit application was initiated only when a customer has requested for a credit limit renewal.
• Manual processing of credit analysis led to
Increased time and effort for credit management process
No audit trail, which is required for legislative compliance
Reliability and Validity of customer credit data
• Complicated work flow process
• Lack of transparency and tracking of credit approval
• Data insufficiency led to difficulty in evaluating the credit worthiness of a customer

• Unavailability of appropriate tools to compare previous credit applications of the customer
• Lack of an unified interface to access all the relevant credit information of the customers

Business Solution by Triniti
The existing credit management module provided by Oracle could not suffice the business requirements of
SunPower. Hence, Triniti developed customized forms to incorporate all the stated requirements as follows:
• New OAF page with more than 100 fields to enter customer B/S and Income statement data
• New PL/SQL package to calculate ratios, scores and Credit snap shot information
• Modified existing workflow package to send notifications to Approvers with more than 40 custom fields
• WFT file customized for notifications
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Oracle Standard Credit Process
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Business Benefits
• Automated Credit Management process allowing documentation for audit purposes
• Standardized and improved credit process leaving Credit Analysts to make manual credit reviews more
efficiently
• Maximum utilization of Oracle Credit Management by creating additional fields for Credit Approvers to make
credit decisions
• Automated Credit Renewal for customers at a frequency defined by SunPower
• Improved cash flow and higher customer satisfaction
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Conclusion
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